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Scheduling Nuclear coalition debates freeze

By CATHY PAX
Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Nuclear Freeze Coalition organized its third referendum last night amid discussion and dissension.
Kevin Walsh, president of CILA, interrupted the organizational meeting with a plea that the Nuclear Freeze Coalition postpone voting on their issue until March 2 instead of Feb 28, when it had been previously scheduled.

Walsh was concerned that the freeze referendum's presence on the ballot would harm the Farm Labor Organization Committee (FLOC) referendum's chance of passing. He expressed the belief that the FLOC referendum has an excellent chance of passing, but if the Freeze Coalition referendum is decided at the same time, both of referenda will fail.

Walsh cited the harmful effects of dividing the liberal forces, thereby preventing volunteers working on both issues, and the possibility of radical prejudice growing if the traditionally conservative Notre Dame/Saint Mary's students were forced to consider both issues at once, as reasons for the freeze referendum request.

After lengthy discussion of voter psychology and the merits of separate or collective voting, the group voted to continue the campaign and keep the proposed voting date as scheduled. The FLOC and Freeze Coalition organizations then voted to support each other's issue and not to let the former dissension between them weaken their cause.

They also decided not to link their causes publicly in order to prevent a radical prejudice from spreading through the campuses. Both organizations expressed the hope that voters will decide the issue separately and not vote according to their past political leanings.

The leaders of both organizations will request that the issues be kept the proposed freeze nuclear arms production on the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's campuses.

Kevin Walsh, coordinator of the freeze movement, said, "A bilateral freeze has a pretty good chance of winning, as for a unilateral freeze, I think it is possible."

The coalition is somewhat optimistic because they were successful in obtaining the signatures required to place a referendum on the ballot.

They collected the 1200 Notre Dame student signatures and 300 Saint Mary's (15 percent) in only one hour by asking students as they entered the dining halls.

Beem also emphasized the group's goal of educating the student body rather than simply winning the election.

Beem informed the volunteers that nothing politically binding would result even if the referendum was passed. It would only serve as a symbol. "There is nothing direct but there are profound implications," said Beem.

Students, faculty proud of library

By VIC SCIULLI
Assistant News Editor

The honeycomb isn't over yet.
One semester after its opening, students and staff are still impressed with the new Cushwa-Leighton Library, citing the building's spaciousness and collection accessibility as major reasons.

The College has provided us with what we need to have a good library for the present as well as the future, said Library Director Sister Bernice Hollenhorst. "It is more than utilitarian-it is aesthetically pleasing as well. The administration should be commended."

Hollenhorst cited numerous assets of the new building: The new library can accommodate more volumes and periodicals than the old library. This has allowed for the centralization of the library's collections.

Before Cushwa-Leighton, there were about 20,000 volumes in storage in Regna Hall. Students who needed these books often had to wait a day and finding them took up staff time. Said Hollenhorst, "It's nice to see everything on the shelves."

The library also features a number of special rooms. The media center, located in the lower level, houses audio-visual equipment.
A well designed and furnished staff lounge offers employees a comfortable place to relax and have lunch.

The Rare Books Room contributes to the centralization of the library's collection; the old Rare Books Room was located in Regina Hall, separate from the old library. A special system maintains the constant temperature and humidity needed to preserve the books.

A variety of seating arrangements is located throughout the library. Enclosed carrels accommodate students who need to concentrate without distractions, while upholstered chairs and couches can be used for more relaxed studying.

Bank waterfront lighting has been replaced by task lighting units in many areas. Each carrel is equipped with a lamp, located under a "disguised" hood.

A 24-hour study room is located in the library's lower level. A tunnel connects the room to LeMans Hall. Two computer terminals are available in an adjacent room. Vending machines also are available.

Five group study rooms, a typing room and faculty research rooms are located throughout the library's upper levels.

Reference Librarian Robert Hohl shares Hollenhorst's enthusiasm. "Reaction has been very positive," he said. "We are very proud of this building."
Both Hollenhorst and Hohl have noticed a large number of parents visit the library with their daughters.

"The students really seems to have made this their library," Hollenhorst said.

Many students agree with Hohl and Hollenhorst. Sophomore business major Kathy Macken appreciates the library's relaxed atmosphere and the different places to study. The upholstered chairs located throughout the library are favorite places to study.

A number of students commented on the rocking chairs, located in front of the many large windows in the library also are favorite studying places.
Fearing chunks of a radioactive Soviet spy satellite would crash there, Oman's government proclaimed a "red alert" yesterday and warned citizens to stay indoors. And in Britain, Labors leaders greeted the 100-odd disasters against the missiles striking there. But the Oman alert was lifted and the British who risked the long odds lost when the satellite re-entered the earth's atmosphere over the Indian Ocean. Before the re-entry, authorities throughout the world scanned the skies for the crippled satellite, even though the Soviets had said Cosmos 1402 posed no threat. At the Royal Greenwich Observatory in Britain, scientists reported seeing the satellite for about a minute as it flashed over southern England. Max White, spokesman for the observatory's 50 miles southeast of London, said the satellite was in one piece when it appeared at 5:24 p.m. - 12-24 ETT. "It was like a bright, moving star," he said. "We saw no burning-up occurring." The satellite passed the sky from southwest to northeast at a height of 95.6 miles, White said. - AP

Leading OPEC members urged the 13-nation cartel yesterday to scrap its month-old plan for supporting oil prices and take more drastic action to prevent a price collapse. The members cannot agree on a sharing production, the continuing glut might force the first official price cut in the cartel's 20-year history. That could push down energy prices around the world because OPEC prices usually follow the trend. "It's a whole new ball game," Allilio Peraza, a Venezuelan advisor said. During a break in the closed-door emergency meeting of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in Geneva, Switzerland. Parra and other OPEC ministers said December's Vienna agreement to produce no more than 18.5 million barrels a day was too weak to eliminate the oil glut. The excess oil is weakening controling prices. Kwait oil minister Ali Khaledi Al-Sabah said the cartel members would consider any proposal that might help them, perhaps 17.5 million barrels a day, in anticipation of a further drop in oil demand. He said little was accomplished in the opening session, but talks would probably continue at least through today. - AP

_Note:_ The text provided contains a mix of news articles and unrelated content. It appears to be a cut-and-paste job, possibly from different sources. The articles are about various topics, including international relations, space technology, and political events.

---

**The Church and birth control**

If we had no previous impressions of the Catholic church, we'd wonder how such a church could exist when 80 percent of its American members do not observe one of its most famous social teachings.

Religions are not supposed to work that way. But then again, one ever said Catholic social teaching was democratic.

In 1963, 42 percent of American Catholics accepted two of the three teachings on birth control, divorce, and remarriage sex. Eleven years later (five after Pope Paul VII's papal encyclical on birth control), the percentage dropped to 18.

The Church, of course, does not live and die according to public opinion polls. Yet, it is interesting that a study prepared by sociologist Andrew Greeley asserts "the change of Catholicism in birth control thinking is clearly the most important factor as work in the decline of Catholic contraception, which the study cites in embarrassing detail.

"Oh my no, brother... we won’t be going out again..."

"The disaster for American Catholicism," Greeley writes elsewhere, "was the result of a single decision made because of the decrees and archaic institutional structure of the Church, a structure in which the upward communication practically does not exist."

The pontificate of John Paul II is saying that perhaps Pope Paul wasn’t listening to those he leads when he issued Humanae Vitae in July 1968. The pope had on his desk the minority opinion of a special papal task force commissioned by his predecessor John XXIII. The majority opinion was a change in the traditional teaching that artificial contraception is unacceptable under any circumstance, yet Paul aligned with the minority opinion that predicted an adverse impact on papal credibility if the teaching was changed, and thus reaffirmed the teachings of Pius XI and XII before him.

"The question of birth control undeniably has an ecclesiastical component. In fact, the first argument of the papal commission minority report is the "constant and perennial" teaching of the Church. Anti-birth control teachings can be traced at least as far as Trent, and "if the Church could err, the author- ity of the sacred magisterium would be thrown into question."

Thus the majority of the papal commission on birth control said it was the Church recognizing the "signs of the times" of an age of increasing population and changing women’s roles. Birth control cannot be seen as always epigenic and humanitarian. And if the Church is not open to change, we will still be falling asleep in numbering Latin liturgies. The teaching on birth control, then, cannot - is not - in itself a change. A change would no more undermine the authority of the Church than it would cause the basilica’s walls to crumble down.

But the change cannot be subjectively self-serving. As conservative Michael Novak has written, it seems these days you can believe anything and find a "swinging theologian" to back you up. But once the Church learns the lesson that Vatican II taught - that change is not only not necessarily but traditionally Catholic - social teachings will continue to drop in the public opinion polls. Birth control is the classic example. Only when the papal magisterium honestly admits the possibilities of changing the teaching can there be a productive debate on moral component of the issue. And only in an ecclesiastical context will any such debate make sense.
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**Notre Dame Student Union**

**Spring Break•Daytona Beach**

MARCH 19 - 26, 1983

---

**The Observer's Spring Break Package**

**Travel Information**

**Trip Includes:**

* Round-trip travel from South Bend, IN to Daytona Beach or vice versa on a scheduled flight with the Observer Group Travel Secretary.
* Transportation from South Bend to the airport and back to South Bend.
* 4 nights double or quad room accommodations at the Oceanfront Resort Hotel in Daytona Beach.
* Breakfast daily, followed by lunch or dinner, and a final dinner before leaving.
* Additional meals available at the hotel restaurant.

**Package Price:**

* $185 per person based on double occupancy
* $199 per person based on quad occupancy

**Trip Dates:**

* March 19th - 26th, 1983

---

**Earl of Speedway**

**Strikes again!**

Earl of Speedway's first trip to Daytona Beach, March 19th-26th, 1983.

---

**Sign Up Now at the Ticket Office**

**Ticket Office**

**MGM, FRIDAY 4-4 PM OR CALL 229-2233**

---

**Setting the Record Straight**

**The Observer's Version of the Associated Press**

The Observer (USPS 588-224) is published Monday through Friday and on race days by The Observer, Inc., 501 E. Market St., South Bend, IN. The Observer's only business is the operation of the Observer Publishing Company. The Observer is a circulation agency of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Col. The Observer's mailing table is for $55 per year (30% per month) by subscription. The Observer's mailing table is for $55 per year (30% per month) by subscription. The Observer's mailing table is for $55 per year (30% per month) by subscription. The Observer's mailing table is for $55 per year (30% per month) by subscription.
Saint Mary's hires security consultant

By ANNE MONASTYRSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's has hired a professional security consultant to investigate its security system, according to Vice President of Student Affairs Elaine Hocter.

After evaluating Saint Mary's security system, the consultant will make recommendations for improvements.

"The administration is concerned about security," Hocter said at last night's Saint Mary's Board of Governance meeting.

She suggested that lights be added in poorly lit campus areas such as the stretch from library to the dining hall. "The glow of lights are pretty," Hocter said about the lights posts in that area, but, she added, "stronger lighting would really help."

Because of "political reasons and all the people that work in LeMans," Hocter said changing student parking to the LeMans parking lot and administrative and faculty parking to the McCandless lot is out of the question. Parking in the LeMans lot on a "first-come, first-serve basis" would be impossible, Hocter said.

Students should take advantage of services already being provided by security, such as the escort service to and from the parking lots, she suggested.

Photographer Neil King, who opened a studio in the Notre Dame campus recently, was guest speaker at the meeting. His new studio, "The Picture man," will take candid shots at parties, dances and other activities at no cost or obligation to buy. Within a week, the proofs will be displayed for students to select those they wish to purchase.

The student exchange with Toronto is scheduled for Feb. 24-27. The Toronto exchange is open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students.

The cost is $45 per student with a $25 deposit. Students may sign up beginning Jan. 25 at the Student Government office in LaFortune.

Toronto students will be at Notre Dame from Feb. 3-6.

Little Sisters Weekend, beginning April 15, will be a coordinated event with Notre Dame this year.

McCandless Hall President Michele Manion was appointed chairperson for the event.
Eight week experience
Summer service projects aid poor

By PAT SAIN
Staff Writer

This summer over 35 students will spend eight weeks in some of the poorest areas of the country working on summer service projects. A summer service project, "is an eight week experience working with poor people or with agencies concerned about the poor," according to Andrew Shappell, coordinator of the program.

Notre Dame Alumni Clubs give Social Concerns Scholarships, each for $1000, to those students in their area working on these service projects.

Shappell said, "Alumni Club representatives meet with students working on projects in their area every two weeks. These meetings not only offer support to the students, but also serve to educate the alumni about the problems of their area poor.

Some alumni clubs support particular projects. An example, Shappell said, is the Pittsburgh Alumni Club, which is concerned with the Pittsburgh CYO (Catholic Youth Organization).

Kevin Hayes, a senior who worked for the Pittsburgh CYO on a summer service project last summer, said, "It enabled me to take academic ideals concerning social justice and find a personal and concrete focus for them." Hayes also noted the different worries of the poor. "We worry about whether we have gas in the car or whether to cut the grass instead of playing golf. They worry about how they will get food on the table, and where it will come from."

Senior Warren Wright said, "I worked with community church, and school leaders to establish the Southeast Baltimore Committee to Save Our Kids, which is devoted to stopping juvenile male prostitutions." Wright said he worked with community leaders and the police department to help establish such programs as block watch, citizen patrol, and court monitor.

"These organizations," Wright stated, "help limit prostitution by helping police arrest men and boys engaging in prostitution and exerting pressure on judges to hand down stiffer sentences." "Overall," Wright said, "my dealings with people taught me much about others and myself. I saw that people need to feel important if they are going to devote themselves to a cause. Many people will not get involved with a cause simply if it affects their wellbeing."

Senior Party Fox, who worked at Saint Joseph's House of Hospitality in Rochester, New York, said, "Anyone can get a free meal at Saint Joe's with no questions asked to prepare, serve, and clean up after the daily lunch."

The challenge on crowded days, Fox said, was to treat our guests as guests - to allow them enough time and space to eat in a relaxed and dignified manner. "Our guests were primarily street alcoholics, who are unemployed and have no place to stay. Most receive governments, but these are usually spent on cheap wine or lost through robberies," added Fox.

"I discovered that these people have a value as they are. I formed friendships that I will not forget. They all have a unique character and dignity that they maintain against the cruel odds of street life," said Fox.

For those interested in knowing more about summer service projects, there is an informational meeting tonight from 7:30 p.m. in the Library Lounge.

...Freeze

continued from page 1

Volunteers were advised of the reasons for a unilateral freeze so that they could inform fellow students. Most of the Coalition's philosophy is derived from Jonathan Schell's book, The Fate of the Earth. Schell argues that nations must abandon their obsession with national self-interest and instead act out of concern for humanity as a whole.

The meeting then progressed to its original purpose and began to organize the volunteers into the campaign effort.

The Coalition is planning a dorm walk-through, Mon., Jan. 31, with its members campaigning door-to-door, to publicize the cause among students.
The Social Security system is in trouble. Nearly everyone agrees with this fact. The figures paint a bleak picture: if nothing is done now to divert this impending national disaster, Social Security will go bankrupt in 2057, leaving the nation with a massive debt. The need for immediate action is clear, and the Social Security problem and proposal a solution. Have they done so? Both Reagan and Speaker of the House O'Neill approved it. But when the time comes to debate the proposal, all sides are certain to raise objections to individual points. Standing on its own, each point could be argued against, but the plan as a whole is good. If implemented, it will achieve its goal of diverting Social Security in the next 57 years, without hurting any single group of people on a great deal.

Where is Father Hesburgh?

"Where is Father Hesburgh?" is the question often heard on the minds of Notre Dame students and faculty. The answer, however, is often elusive. Last week, The Observer began a daily feature entitled, "Today Father Hesburgh is..." It was our hope that the travels of our internationally renowned president could be succinctly presented, especially since his activities are so often newsworthy, and reported by all major newspapers.

Father Hesburgh has been criticized for not being at Notre Dame often enough. The much-circulated joke quoted on page 60 is: "What is the difference between God and Father Hesburgh? God is everywhere; Father Hesburgh is in California?"

Surely Father Hesburgh trusts our readers to judge for themselves the validity of his travels including last week's stops in Vienna, Rome, and California.

Why has Father Hesburgh attempted to silence such an informative feature by refusing to release his travel itinerary?
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hologram creates a new type of abstract geometric art. Douglas Tyler, a professor at Saint Mary’s, did one of my favorite pieces—a pop twist on a kind of Cubist design. His transmission hologram Dream Point Series Untitled No. 3 consists of three sheets of plexiglass sandwiched together and suspended in the room. The plexiglass has been scratched and the resultant shapes are then filled with forms and colors.

Another, her imagery, creating a contrast between a flat surface and the dimensional holographic image is Margaret Baynon of England. Her imagery is reminiscent of primitive cave drawings. A commentary on the history of art perhaps?

Ruben Nunez of Venezuela imbues his reflection hologram, The Rain, in a painting of a crouching human figure and the mystical simultaneously. The one artist who asks deep questions is Rebecca Deen of New York. Two of her works, Forma and 28th-Easter, from the Holts Bolus series are shown. She combines three dimensional constructions with two dimensional holographs— which appear three dimensional. We are left wondering what, if either, is the reality. Can we trust our eyes in this new age?

The holograph presents a whole realm of possibilities to the artist. Most of those who appear at Saint Mary’s seem to only have presented by this new medium. I, the artist. Most of those who appear for one, eagerly await the total constructions with two dimensional to three dimensional. The Bolus series are shown. She combines three dimensional constructions with two dimensional holographs—which appear three dimensional. We are left wondering what, if either, is the reality. Can we trust our eyes in this new age?
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The Tae Kwon Do Club's practice scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 27, at 6:30 p.m. in the wrestling room. - The Observer

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Ski Team participated in a nine team meet this past weekend at Brandywine Ski Resort in Ohio. The Irish won 118, Cleveland State, 118, Mark Fisher at 126, John Krug at 177, and heavyweight Greg Eftel. Their next meet is tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the ACC on campus. - The Observer

At the Siena Heights' Invitational, Notre Dame wrestlers finished first with 82/14 points to Oakland's 81 and St. Francis. The Irish duals were Eric Crown at 118, Mark Fisher at 126, John Krug at 177, and heavyweight Greg Eftel. Their next meet is tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the ACC on campus. - The Observer

The Notre Dame-Fordham tickets for the Feb. 10 game at the Byrne Meadowlands Arena are available at half-price to current students. The Irish play the second game of a double-header with Manhattan taking on Holy Cross in the first game. Student tickets are $5. - The Observer

The ND-SMC Fencing Team lost Friday to the Fordham University. The ND-SMC Fencing Team lost Friday to the Fordham University. The Irish had the puck in Ferris State on March 22. They are still looking for their first win. Campau said. - The Observer

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Households to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m., the business day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepared either in person or through the mat.

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - Bjorn Borg, the young, blond Swede who icy calmness, again the afternoon after he announced his retirement yesterday at age 26, says he no longer has the competitive spirit which led him to an unpretentious five straight Wimbledon championships.

Borg's coach, Lenart Bergelin, said Borg made the announcement to men who were following his exhibition matches in Thailand.

Bergelin said Borg would play one more Wimbledon and the Virgina Slims Grand Prix circuit, at Monte Carlo during the first week of April. But Bergelin added that Borg would continue playing exhibitions.

In an interview with Kruppeasen, a newspaper in Malmo, Sweden, Borg said he decided to cancel his comeback after a pull of some one and a half years from tournament competition.

"I have got not the right motivation," he said as he was saying, "I cannot give 100 percent, and if I cannot do that it would not be fair to myself to go on. Tennis has to be fun to you are to get to the top and I don't feel that way any more. That's why I quit."

In New York, Borg's agent, Bob Kant, commented, saying the tennis satellite will continue his contract until the end of this season at Monte Carlo and the Sunray Cup in Tokyo.

Borg was attending the Volvo Masters tournament, said Bergelin, and then he was reduced to returning to the court in 1984 or later.

Borg reportedly wanted more out of life than running 12 miles a day and practicing four hours a day.

"Bjorn doesn't have the fighting spirit to go on practicing four hours a day," Bergelin said. "We have been playing for three months, and he is in good shape, but has the feeling that he doesn't have it."

Bergelin said that Borg had planned to make the announcement on his upcoming trip to the United States but that persistent press reports in recent days had led him to make the announcement Sunday.

Borg had been semi-retired for almost two years after losing his grip on the world's No. 1 ranking to John McEnroe of the United States.

His last big victory came in June 1981, when he captured his sixth French Open.

But a month later, he lost a three-game match to Wimbledon's McEnroe. Nothing changed Borg that lead going into the last period.

The third period was a courageous, but nonetheless losing effort for the Irish. Bowie, Higgins, and John DeVoie all tallied scores for Notre Dame, but three Bulldog goals kept them on their twine.

McNamara was pulled at 9:06 giving Ferris their last goal in nearly 5 minutes. McNamara ended up with 42 saves on the night.

The widows' date of Saturday had an effect on the score. "It was a night of control several times," Coach Doman said. "Almost never in the game, when they are not consistent, things go up for a little.

Even though the weekend did not turn up a big victory for his team, Smith was pleased with what he saw. He also think the players played real hard," Smith said. "I was pleased with our effort and the movement of our coverage. All of our lines exerted good pressure and aided a balanced attack.

The Irish travel to Kalamaazoo, Mich. next weekend for a Friday night game. On Saturday they will return to play Western Michigan at home. They are still looking for their first win of the seas
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The lead to just one.

"I thought we put ourselves in a big hole in the first half because we missed a half-dozen shots around the free throw line that we needed," added Phelps. "We missed the key ones and go down 11 yet we still came back to tie it."

While Notre Dame was able to tie the score on two occasions, they never had the chance to take the lead in the second half.

Drienski complemented his team's defense against Irish star John Paxson, who was held to 14 points, while POHegs was sick over the weekend.

Although it was not considered a controversial 3-second call against freshmen Tim Kempton in the closing minutes as "crucial."

The Irish worked the ball well and used good shot selection for most of the game, Maryland garnered 31 of 57 available rebounds and thus became only the third opponent to outrebound the Irish this season. The Terps join the select club that includes only UCLA and Lafayette.

"As much as we got the ball inside, I couldn't believe we didn't shoot a free throw in the first half," said Phelps. "I'd like to see some of the pushing underneath that wasn't called."

"I think everyone saw Adkins travel right in front of the scorer's table with eight seconds left," added Phelps. "We didn't get the call."

While Notre Dame was able to outrebound the Irish this season, the Terps will keep Notre Dame at bay and "try to tire him."

"Trying to tire him."

The ballroom dance classes at Saint Mary's have been very popular and will continue Wednesday, January 26th, will be the first lesson of a five week ballroom dance class that will be taught by Ray Sexton from Indianapolis, and the total cost is only $25 for five weeks.

**Ballroom Dance Classes Continue**

The Miami Dolphin defense has been impressive the last two weeks, frustrating two high-powered offenses in advancing to next week's Super Bowl. (AP)
Van Ort returns
Belles drop two in tournament

By DAVE IRWIN
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's basketball team began last week having won four of its previous five games, but the past three took its toll on the Belles' winning streak.

The Belles capped their week by losing their two games in the Saint Mary's Roundball Classic that was held at the Angola Athletic Facility over the weekend. Since manchester defeated Saint Mary's last Tuesday, the Belles' winning streak has now been turned into a three-game losing streak.

"This has been our low week," said Saint Mary's coach Mike Rouse. "I don't think we're injuries or better competition."

"It was low, but we'll come back..."

Saint Mary's dropped a 75-41 decision to Lake Michigan Catholic on Friday night and then lost to the University of Michigan-Dearborn, 69-57, on Saturday afternoon to send its record to 7-7.

Lake Michigan Catholic defeated Purdue-Calumet on Saturday for the title.

Missy Van Ort, seeing her first action since December 10 when she injured her leg, called 12 points against Lake Michigan Catholic. Elaine Suess matched Van Ort's output while Cindy Stortz popped in 11.

The Belles were never in the contest after the initial moments, trailing 42-24 at halftime.

Teresa McGinnis paced the Belles against Dearborn with 18 points, 16 in the first half when the Belles canned eight of nine shots. Shortened.

Saint Mary's, who had lost to Dearborn 63-61 earlier in the season without Van Ort, trailed 37-35 at intermission. A spur by the visitors at the start of the second half put the Belles behind 56-47 midway into the second half and Saint Mary's could never recover.

Suess, who sat out the second half for disciplinary reasons, was limited to three points. With Suess riding the bench, the Belles switched the point-guard position, which limited her scoring opportunities.

Rouse indicated that out of last week's three-game skid, he was particularly pleased with Erin Foley's performance against Manchester and because the weekend's shooting exhibition.

"We need for her to shoot more," said Rouse of McGuire's long-range prowess. "Her shooting from the outside doesn't bother me. That is a good shot for her."

The Belles, who have had to cope with injuries all season, suffered another. Sophomore Chip Ayotte was taken to the hospital where X-rays indicated she sustained bruises to three ribs and possibly fractures to her ankle.

In all, six Belles have received some form of injury in the first part of the season. Heather McCune has sat out the whole season, while Van Ort and Trisha Nolan have missed a total of six games between them.

"It's not an injury," Rouse said. "It just gives you an indication of some of the things we're fighting." In the weekend meetings at Dearborn, Nolan and Ayotte the Belles have missed three of their top four rebounds at one point in the season.

Besides the injury situation, Rouse said defense was a concern to him. The Belles have given up an average of 73 points in their last three games after having surrendered just 55-8 per contest in the first nine games.

Polish Prince Pizzeria
272-8030
18061 SOUTH BEND AVE.\# Block west of ironwood on State Route 23 in South Bend.

FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY
NOW OPEN 4 PM. UNTIL 1:30 A.M. EVERYDAY
Beginning of 1983
PIZZA SPECIALS
NO OTHER COUPONS OR DISCOUNTS WITH THIS OFFER
X-LARGE 17" CHEESE PIZZA $6.79
MEDIUM 14" CHEESE PIZZA $4.71
10 PERCENT OFF ANYTIME WITH NO COUPON.STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
Polish Prince Pizzeria
272-8030
18061 SOUTH BEND AVE.\# Block west of ironwood on State Route 23 in South Bend.

FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY
KINGS CELLAR
Prices good thru Jan. 29

Try a Delicious
NUTTY MONK
1 shot Frangelico
2 shots Bailey's
SPECIAL OFFER
FRANGELICO 500 ml $0.99
BAILEY'S IRISH CREAM 750 ml $10.99

King's Cellar Value
Vodka and Gin
YOUR CHOICE
Low 3.99 4.99 7.99

Liquor

King Williams 86 750 5.99
Cran MacGregor Scotch 750 (Imported) 5.99
Finlandia Vodka 750 5.99

Regular Light
Maker's Mark 750 7.99 4.99
Jack Daniel's 750 7.99 4.99
Canadian Club 750 6.99 4.99
Jameson Irish Whiskey 750 7.99 4.99
J&B Scotch 750 8.99 5.99
Smirnoff 750 4.99 2.99
Castillo Rum 750 1.75 9.99

Coors
6 pk cans 2.99

Labatt's
Case bottles 10.99

You're Wasting your money
buying anywhere else!

Try

DULL WORK • HIGH PAY

Calling our toll-free number means that you are now earning money.

We are a successful company that has been in business for over 40 years.

Dull work, high pay.
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Bloom County

Bloom County I hear the true account of the IRANIAN HOSTAGE CRISIS...
Student Union Academic Commission presents

EX-HOSTAGE MOORHEAD KENNEDY
ALONG WITH HIS WIFE LOUISA,
In a joint lecture entitled

“Survivorship: Peacemaking & Crisis Resolution”

Tuesday, January 25•8:00 p.m. Library Auditorium

Berke Breathed

The Daily Crossword
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Today

Monday, January 24, 1983 - page 11

Campus

All Day - Billiards Tournament Sign Up. Poolroom under the Huddle

4:30 p.m. - Mathematical Seminar, Classifying Models of First Order Theories," Prof. Anand Pillay, 228 CCMB

6 p.m. - SMC Government Election Informational Meeting, SACR

7 p.m. - Mon. Night Film Series, “Citizen Kane,” Annenberg Auditorium, $2

7 and 9:30 p.m. - Social Concern Film Series, "Wasn't That a Time?" Center for Social Concerns Bldg., $1

7 p.m. - Mandatory Candidate’s Meeting, for all those interested in running for Student Body President and Vice President, Student Government Offices, 2nd floor LaFortune

8 p.m. - WOW Lecture, "Risk Taking: Choice, Change and Challenge," Louise Kennedy, Carroll Hall

8 p.m. - Mandatory Candidates Meeting, for all those interested in running for the Student Senate 1983-84 term, Student Government offices

8 p.m. - New York Philharmonic, WSND-FM 88.9

9 p.m. - Mon. Night Film Series, "Nosferatu," Annenberg Auditorium, $2

11 p.m. - Captured Live, Greg Kihn Band, WSND-J-M

Get away from it all...

Go to CHICAGO for a day!

A bus will leave the Main Circle at 9 a.m. on Sat., Jan 29 and will go to State and Randolph Sts.

Bus will leave from that site at 6 p.m. to return to N.D.

Enjoy the weekend - the trip is FREE!!!

Sign up in the Student Union Office (2nd floor LaFortune) with Margaret.
After furious rally
Veal's free throws beat Irish

By WILL HARE
Sports Writer

Notre Dame was up 10-7 in the first minute of the game, but the Irish couldn't hold the lead. Despite several turnovers, the Irish were able to maintain their lead throughout the game. Notre Dame started the game on a high note, with two consecutive baskets. However, the Irish struggled in the second half, with a string of turnovers and missed shots. Nevertheless, the Irish were able to hold on for the win, with Veal's free throws sealing the victory.

Women snuff Flames, subs make game a rout

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's basketball team was in control from the start, dominating the game from the opening tip-off. The Irish were able to outscore the Flames in every quarter, with a 25-7 run in the second quarter alone. The team's defense was key, as they limited the Flames to just 51 points. The Irish were led by several players, with Mary DiStansilao scoring 17 points and Jenny Needham adding 15. The Irish's strong performance on the court enabled them to defeat the Flames and move to 8-6 in conference play.

Scheub's 18 points lead Irish romp

By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's defending conference play and Mary Beth Scheub's 18 points powered the Irish to an 84-61 win over the University of Maryland at the ACC. The Irish took an early lead and never looked back, with Scheub leading the way. The Irish's defense was also key, as they limited Maryland to just 61 points and held them to a 38.7% shooting percentage. The victory was a testament to the Irish's teamwork and dedication.

Icers salvage tie with Ferris State

By JANE HEALEY
Sports Writer

It was a heartbreaker of a weekend for the Notre Dame hockey team as they fell to Ferris State College 77-3 and then lost 75-7 in their weekend series in Big Rapids, Mich. Friday night's game was a seesaw battle that the Irish were unable to come out on top of. However, they were able to secure a tie in the final game. The Irish were led by their strong defense, with goalie Norm Thibault making 36 saves. The Irish's offense was also key, as they scored 10 goals in the two games.

Lose second game

See YEA!, page 9

See VEAL, page 9

Mary Beth Scheub goes up for two of her 18 points in the Irish win over Detroit. See story below. (Photo by Ed Carroll)